Virtual Reality: Getting Started

1. Turn on PC
2. Double click on Steam VR icon

When loaded the status bar will appear at the bottom of the screen. The VR equipment icons light up when they have power.

The Virtual Reality system should always open in Home where you can practice with the controls, do the 5 minute tutorial and launch the available apps from the virtual display.
VR Home viewed through the VR Headset:

Use the Controllers to teleport around the VR Home – jump to the green circles. Controller and other functions will vary according to the app so use the menus, guidance and training options built-in to each app.

Safety tips:

- Bring a buddy
- Be careful not to get tangled up in the headset power lead
- Be aware of the dimensions of the space
- Hygiene: Use the disposable headset protectors – the headset lenses are very sensitive and should only be cleaned by optician grade cloth and cleansing agents